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FRATERNITIES AND SCHOOL SERVICE
One by one the fraternities and sororities at BSTI have 

been organized. And one by one they have taken on defi
nite projects of service. To mention but a few—Kappa 
Sigma Kappa and Moving-up Day, Theta Gamma and 
tonight’s picnic, Lambda Chi Iota and the editing of the 
BSTI Directory (they’ve sponsored the past two issues, 
by the way!), and Alpha Chi Omicron is planning to edit 
the 1951 Student Handbook. All of the four groups have 
cooperated in Supplying ushers and receptionists for Open 
House, and for special occasions.

This is service! And with Theta Gamma sponsoring the 
1951 ARROW you may expect the finest yearbook that 
has'' been published so. far.

WANT TO SPEED UP?
In ‘a recent issue of Business. Week, considerable space 

was devoted to the results of a recent research study. 
ThisS study shows that most adults today do not have 
more than a sixth or seventh grade level of reading. Also, 
most adults are reading not faster than 150 to 250 words 
per minute. What can be done about itlS Are you one 
who feels he needs to improve his rate of reading to do 
better school work? Would you like to be able to amend 
your time-budget to spend less time in study and more in 
leisure activity? It is possible for anyone to improve his 
speed.

This next quarter you may have the opportunity of 
increasing your reading skills. The Reading Rate Accel
erator is an instrument now owned -by our school which 
helps you to gain speed. See your Communication Skills 
instructor or the librarian today about taking advantage of 
this opportunity.

LET US EXPLAIN, SAYS FSA
We have not raised prices in four years, even in the 

iflle of increased food and labor costs;;.
We offer a variety of foods, attractively served, prepared 

under sanitary conditions.
Fo^d Service Administration students must have practice 

and experience in planning, preparing and serving all 
types of food. Institute students are not able to afford the 
cost of some items that it is necessity to prepare in the 
quantity food laboratories. Therefore, we have allowed 
some outside guests to come to our dining rooms for the 
1 unches.

We have received requests from several sources to make 
a price differential to outside guests. Beginning on Mon
day, May 21;- we will add a 30% charge to every meal 
served to anyone who is not a member of the faculty or 
student body.

THE IMSTITOOTER
By HOWIE MANDELL

Reprint of this column by courtesy of "THE UNITED 
GRAPE PRESS"»- orders taken in lots of 10, 50, and 
100 copies, large family size cases and the economical size 
barrel - 3  price, five pence to a suit—more by the year.

In that this is the last issue of the school year, it shall 
be the policy of this column to try to raise the standards 
of the material here-in contained, to a level on the same 
social, and intellectual plane as that of the student body.

First, . . . Our selection of the year’s four most intel
lectual books:

( 1) How to Wear a Red Sweater Without Attracting 
Undue Attenion. By Dot Juenger.

(2) Famous Feet, and How They Are Kept Free of 
Korns. By Bev Dennis.

(3) What I Did On Our Trip To Rochester. By Jack 
Crotty.

(Note: We cannot sell this book. It has been censored.)
(4) How It Feels Up Here. By Mike De Martino.
The following is an excerpt from a "Field Note Book”

of one of the Senior Building Construction Survey Parties: 
"Problem: To take a series of elevations at the points 

of a closed traverse.
"Location:—Reese Park, located directly behind the 

Girls’ Dormitory at State Teachers College.
"Procedure:—Elevation at bench mark, 502.70 ft. 

above sea level — Back-sight 5.75' — Height of Instru
ment 508.45' —Fore-sight 3.42' — Elevation 505.03' — 
Back-sight 8.00-oh-OH, OH — Joan, FI. 772 lB-Phyllis, 
AM. 6622 — Babs, GR. 8192 — Marie, VI. 5152

"Conclusion: ¡^ 7$ Strong magnetic attractions in the 
vicinity of the State Teachers Dorm made completion of 
the Survey impossible. These conditions made the cor
rect focusing of the telescope on the target extremely 
difficult and led to the final failure of the project. 
Something always goes wrong, even in cards. One time 

I got five aces, and I was afraid to bet. A good thing I 
didn’tS th e  fellow next to me had six kings. Finally, I 
said, ’This is a crooked poker game.’ Then I was informed 
—'W e’re playing pinochle.’ ”

Most of the male students of "Draft Age” who have 
already been classified as Class A are asking for re-classi
fication as Class 5  i -  B here when they go and B here 
when they come back.

Please do not read any farther! This space was entirely 
obliterated by sea water, so therefore, we are leaving it 
entirely blank.

E -l SHORT SHOTS
E-l, once the goofiest is now the most studious class in 

school (you realize this is a gag column)—■, Ah! sweet 
spring, the season of love, that’s what Hugo says and so 
does Elsie??? — Have you heard, John MacKay does his 
homework. — Have you seen the K. S. K. pledges about 
lately? We have one in our room. The other day some
one asked him if that was the board of education he was 
carrying around; the quaint reply: "No, but it sure has 
got to the bottom of th ings^B  In closing, here’s hoping 
Mr. H. doesn’t read this column or there will be an E 
for E-l.


